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Great show offers – exclusively for visitors
With just six weeks until the show, exhibitors at Harrogate International Nursery Fair are putting
together some great SHOW OFFERS. For example, KiddiRail (stand B12) is offering 20% off all orders,
Natal Active (stand C27) has no minimum order and is offering free delivery and Fraupow (stand
KS30) is offering 5% off the trade price.
The list of special offers is being added to daily and will be available to you exclusively for orders
placed during the event.
If you haven’t already, be sure to REGISTER TODAY and if you have new colleagues, be sure to send
them the link too.

Gift boxed
After high demand, Lullaby Planet presents its latest product:
bespoke gift boxes. Find just the right high quality, sustainable
products from Lullaby Planet that suits your customers’ needs
and Lullaby Planet presents these in beautiful gift boxes,
making gift shopping both quick and easy.
Lullaby Planet is offering 20% discount on all orders placed at the show!
Visit Lullaby Planet on Stand C21a

Licenced favourites
The wonderful Peter Rabbit, Winnie the Pooh,
Paddington Bear and Guess How Much I Love
You, are just some of the much-loved nursery
collections of soft toys and nursery essentials,
we have to choose from at the Harrogate in
October. For over 50 years, Rainbow Designs
has been creating high quality, forever toys,
inspired by the much-loved characters from
children’s literature, for babies and children
of all ages to provide comfort, fun and
sensory learning as well as beautiful décor for
any nursery. Also available will be Elmer,
Spot the Dog, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, We’re Going on a Bear Hunt and The Snowman and The
Snowdog ranges.
Visit Rainbow Designs on Stand C14

Boho baby
Lulujo - distributed by Wild Seven is a beautiful
collection in natural, earthy, bohemian tones and
subtle prints that compliment nursery decor trends
and baby wear. Our soft comforting muslin swaddles,
baby bandana bibs, crib sheets, changing mat covers
and waffle blankets are designed to be part of your
everyday essential go-to's and also make perfect boho
gifts.
Visit Wild Seven on Stand C25

